Maison Les Alexandrins Saint-Joseph - 2018
AOC Saint-Joseph, Vallée du Rhône, France
Saint-Joseph by Maison les Alexandrins has been designed to combine
the mineral note, characteristic of wines from the Rhône Valley, with the
fruity note, characteristic of Saint-Joseph appellation. (produced every
year keeping in mind that the granite soil which brings the mineral note
must blend with the classic black fruit notes of the Saint Joseph
appellation). A unique creation, which will give a refined wine with
powerful tannins.
DESCRIPTION

Saint Joseph was originally called “Vin de Tournon”. The monks who lived in
this little village used to produce wine from the vineyard at the top of the hill
behind the village.
TERROIR

The terroir in Saint Joseph is mainly composed of granite. The vineyard spreads
out 40km along the right bank of the Rhône river. Since our first vintage in
2007, we look for a balanced wine using grapes from the north of the
appellation, which bring minerality and fruit, and ones from the historical
centre of Saint Joseph that give more flesh to the wine. The blending makes
wines with great distinction and extremely balanced.
THE VINTAGE

After the historically dry and hot summer, the wines give an impression of
opulence, concentration and generosity. Ageing will allow the wines to soften
and slowly find their balance.
SITUATION

In the north of the appellation, the villages of St Pierre de Boeuf, Chavanay and
Tournon.
PROCESS

Maceration and fermentation for about 20 days with pumping-over for the first
few days followed by punching-down. Ageing in 1 and 2 year old barrels for 12
months to bring concentration to the wine.
VARIETALS

Syrah 100%
TASTING NOTES

Attractive deep black dress with ruby-red reflections. The very complex nose
offers a magnificent bouquet of aromas like stewed candied fruit, spices,
almonds, red fruit such as cherries and a delicate vanilla notes. The palate is
powerful with melted tannins before evolving into a delicate freshness with
notes of vanilla and toast, candied fruit, spices and pepper, typical of Syrah. The
finish is very straightforward and ends with a nice bitterness with great length. A
very elegant wine, full of potential.
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SERVING

Serve at 17°C on grilled meats or small game.
REVIEWS AND AWARDS

92/100
"The 2018 Saint Joseph is a step up, with a more focused, pure,
medium-bodied style that reveals beautiful minerality as well as
notes of red and blue fruits, flowers, crushed stone, and pepper.
It too is impeccably balanced and capable of evolving for 10-12
years."
Jeb Dunnuck, 19/11/2020
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